
 

 

   HARMONY EVENT MEDICINE   
                  Assessments & Radio Protocols 

 

AVPU Assessments by Definition 

The AVPU scale (Alert, Voice, Pain, Unresponsive) is a system by which a first aider, 

health care professional, or bystander can measure and record a patient's responsiveness, 

indicating their level of consciousness. 

It is a simplification of the Glasgow Coma Scale, which assesses a patient response in 

three measures – Eyes, Voice, and Motor Skills. The AVPU scale should be assessed 

using these three identifiable traits, looking for the best response of each. 

Meaning of the mnemonic 

The AVPU scale has only 4 possible outcomes for recording. The assessor should always 

work from best (A, or Level 1) to worst (U, or Level 4) to avoid unnecessary tests on 

patients who are clearly conscious. The four possible recordable outcomes are: 

• Alert - a fully awake (although not necessarily orientated) patient. This patient will have 
spontaneously open eyes, will respond to voice (although may be confused) and will have bodily 
motor function. 

• Voice - the patient makes some kind of response when you talk to them, which could be in any of 
the three component measures of Eyes, Voice or Motor - e.g. patient's eyes open on being asked 
"are you okay?!". The response could be as little as a grunt, moan, or slight move of a limb when 
prompted by the voice of the rescuer. 

• Pain - the patient makes a response on any of the three component measures when pain stimulus 
is used on them. Recognized methods for causing the pain stimulus include a Sternal Rub 
(although in some areas, it is no longer deemed acceptable), where the rescuers knuckles are 
firmly rubbed on the breastbone of the patient, pinching the patient's ear and pressing a pen (or 
similar instrument) in to the bed of the patient's fingernail. A fully conscious patient would normally 
locate the pain and push it away, however a patient who is not alert and who has not responded to 
voice (hence having the test performed on them) is likely to exhibit only withdrawal from pain, or 
even involuntary flexion or extension of the limbs from the pain stimulus.                                              
The person assessing should always exercise care when performing pain stimulus as a 
method of assessing levels of consciousness, as in some jurisdictions, it can be considered 
assault. This is a key reason why voice checks should always be performed first, and the person 
assessing should be suitably trained. 

• Unresponsive - Sometimes seen noted as 'Unconscious', this outcome is recorded if the patient 
does not give any Eye, Voice or Motor response to voice or pain. 

In first aid, an AVPU score of anything less than A is often considered an indication to 

get further help, as the patient is likely to be in need of more definitive care. In the 

hospital or long term healthcare facilities, caregivers may consider an AVPU score of 

less than A to be the patient's normal baseline. 



 

Communicating over the Radio regarding 

Patients: 

-ALL EVENT STAFF ATTEMPTING TO 

RELAY INFORMATION OVER THE RADIO 

ABOUT A PATIENT SHALL USE AN A.V.P.U 

BASED SYSTEM TO PREVENT INCORRECT 

“Diagnosis” REGARDING A PATIENTS’ 

HEALTH SITUATION. 

Use the below descriptions when coordinating Care 

over the radio: 

 

+ Level 1 Patient (an “A” on the AVPU Scale) 

+ Level 2 Patients (a “V” on the AVPU Scale) 

+ Level 3 Patients (a “P” on the AVPU Scale) 

+ Level 4 Patients (a “U” on the AVPU Scale) 

 

In our experiences over the years we’ve experienced examples of all kinds of event 

staff wrongly expressing what may be wrong with a Patient over the radio, and 

there’s too many opportunities to violate the Patients privacy rights by ‘diagnosing’ 

their ‘potential’ issue over the radio. If we can work together on this subject by 

using this AVPU Radio Protocol we can protect the Patients privacy and not 

needlessly alarm anyone who may be listening into the radio if an incorrect 

‘diagnosis’ is made by someone publicly over the radio. Let’s keep it simple and 

straightforward.   If you have any questions or comments: email 

jeff@harmonyeventmedcine.org 

 


